
Refine your kitchen!
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 Anleitung lieber digital aufrufen? 
 

 Would you prefer to open the manual digitally? 
 

 Préférez-vous accéder au manuel sous forme numérique  
dans votre propre langue?

 ¿Prefiere acceder al manual en formato digital en su propio idioma?

 Preferisci accedere al manuale digitalmente nella tua lingua? 

 Wilt u de handleiding liever digitaal in uw eigen taal lezen?

www.pasoli.de/wok

http://www.pasoli.de/wok
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functional metal handle



high quality wooden handle

pre-seasoned

hand-hammered wok
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Thank you very much,
for choosing our pasoli wok.

Traditionally good
With your purchase, you bring an excellent cooking experience right to your 
kitchen. Our traditionally hand-hammered wok is the perfect kitchen utensil 
for a wide variety of dishes.

The thinly hammered carbon steel allows the wok to react quickly to tempera-
ture changes and enables the famous Cantonese cooking method of stir frying  
(chǎo and bào).
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About us
We are a young start-up consisting of two dynamic and motivated 
guys - Pascal and Oli. Our goal is to make cooking utensils of traditional 
and authentic cuisine accessible to everyone. 
 
Let’s start cooking!
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Before first use
 ● Please remove all packaging material and stickers, if any.
 ● Rinse your wok thoroughly with hot water and a soft sponge.  

Do NOT use detergent! Dry it well afterwards. 

Safety instructions
 ● Check that the wooden handle is tight before each use. If the handle is 

loose, please read the tips on page 19. „My wooden handle is loose“  
 ● Do not leave the hot wok unattended.  
 ● Never extinguish burning fats/oils with water.  

Use a blanket or a fire extinguisher.
 ● When frying food without fats / oils, it is not possible to recognise,  

if the wok is hot. Therefore, never touch the wok without protection  
on the bare metal surface.

 ● Only use highly heatable fats / oils at high temperatures.
 ● Fats / oils may splash! Use a splash guard or be careful during frying!
 ● Reduce the temperature as soon as the fat starts to smoke to avoid over-

heating and flaming.
 ● Make sure the wok is placed securely on the stove.
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Cleaning tips
Your wok is not just a mass-produced tool, but a traditional, hand-hammered  
cooking utensil. That‘s exactly how your wok wants to be treated when it 
comes to cleaning. 
 
Fortunately, it‘s not as complicated as it might sound. We have summarized 
the three important steps below so that you can enjoy your wok for a long 
time: 

1. To clean your wok immediately after use, simply rinse it with hot water 
(DO NOT use detergent!). If this does not get the inside completely clean, 
sprinkle a little salt and rub with a paper kitchen towel until your wok is 
clean.

2. IMPORTANT: After you have rinsed your wok, rub it well with a dry cloth! 
Alternatively, reheat your wok on the stove to dry it completely so it  
doesn‘t rust.

3. Before storing your wok, apply a thin layer of oil on the inside of the wok 
with a paper towel to protect it.

 
Please follow these cleaning instructions so that you can enjoy your pasoli 
wok for a long time!
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Storage
At this point, two topics are actually important: You should always clean your 
wok correctly and protect it from moisture and wetness in this context. We 
recommend applying a thin layer of oil to the wok before storing it. Make sure 
you store your wok in a safe, dry place. Also, avoid storing your wok with other 
metal objects to prevent the transfer of rust. 

Can my wok rust?
Yes. Rust is a corrosion product that occurs when steel, water and oxygen 
come together. This means that your wok will rust if it is exposed to moisture 
or if it is not completely dried after use/clean. So whenever your wok comes 
into contact with liquids, you need to save it as soon as possible by drying it 
completely and then applying a light coat of oil to prevent rust. This also inclu-
des the natural moisture from leftovers.
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Problem solving
My wooden handle is loose
Heat and moisture can cause the wooden handle to loosen. Fortunately, this is 
not a big deal. Just follow these three steps to fix it:
1. First loosen the two screws completely.
2. Now tighten the handle again. Alternatively, the handle can be hammered 

back into the mould. Be careful not to damage the handle!
3. Tighten the two screws again.

My wok changes color
Carbon steel is grey when untreated. Through the interaction with heat
steel changes its color. This is why our pre-seasoned woks getting black during 
the seasoning process. Even if the wok loses its black color, it‘s no big deal. 
The natural protective patina has no specific color. The more you use your 
wok, the better your natural non-stick layer will become.



pasoli
Pascal Schmidt und Oliver Stammler GbR
Schloßstr. 34
89518 Heidenheim / Germany
www.pasoli.de
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